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Children will:
• Discuss the different building materials available.
• Explore the use of materials with regard to: strength, water 
protection, warmth and comfort.
• Explore the health and safety of shelter building.
• Build their own shelters, working as a team to ensure the best 
results.
• Children will note good technique used by others, evaluate their 
own shelters and make changes as a result.

Shelters BOOK NOW
01494 875 542

The workshop will take place in our 
shelter building copse and will last for 
60 minutes.

For more information please contact 
a member of our Education Team 
education@coam.org.uk 01494 875 542

Work with your team to create a place of safety

KS1/2

This workshop is based 
upon the concept of 
using materials in your 
immediate environment 
to create a place of 
shelter.

Exciting Workshop That Takes Children  Beyond The Class Room
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Shelters BOOK NOW
01494 875 542

Pre-Visit Suggestions

Shelters Extra

HISTORICAL SKILLS 
FOCUS:

Interpret the past through 
experimental archaelogy

Understand cause and 
consequence

KS1/2

• Clarify in detail how the children define a ‘warm, safe environment’ 

• List the aspects identified and discuss how these needs are met currently in their homes.

• Role play issues which may arise when aspects of these needs are not met

The workshop will be led by an Iron Age chief or a Roman centurian: The children taking 

part in the workshop will be his soldiers.

During the workshop the children will define the concept of basic survival needs
They will explore the suitability of different materials for building
They will be introduced to the concept of experimental archaeology
They will practice building a shelter and test its suitability as a place of warmth and safety.

Know and understand significant aspects of the nature of ancient civilisations 

• Revisit their definition of a warm, safe environment and note how their shelters matched  

   up against this definition

• Look at the construction of an Iron Age Round House and how this building met   

   requirements for safety, warmth, hospitality and leisure time

• Explore how other ancient civilisations met these needs 

• Draw contrasts and comparisons between how different societies met  

   human need

• USK2—identify how life changed for societies as they moved from a   

  hunter-gatherer lifestyle to the more settled life of an Iron Age farmer

Learning Outcomes and Pre-Visit Suggestions


